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Iveco, a CNH Industrial brand, is a global manufacturer of light, medium and heavy commercial vehicles, city and intercity buses and coaches, fire fighting vehicles, defence vehicles and off-road vehicles for construction and mining work.

Employing over 26.000 worldwide, Iveco’s vehicle production range covers the heavy, medium and light segments. Iveco manages production sites in 11 countries throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania and Latin America where it manufactures vehicles featuring the latest advanced technologies. 5.000 sales and service outlets in over 160 countries guarantee technical support wherever an Iveco vehicle is at work.
Iveco’s commercial and industrial vehicle unit produces a series of heavy, medium and light transport for urban, intercity and off-road use.

Its offering provides customized transport solutions for different cargo and load requirements ranging from 2.8 tons to 44 tons. Certain range offerings are available with alternative Natural Gas, Hybrid and Electric Trawctions. Iveco offers a complete range of commercial vehicles for the transport of cargo and passengers.
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Products & Developments:

✓ New Daily Electric MY’14 available on the Market from November 2015

✓ Urbanway Hybrid Euro VI with Arrive & Go function (urban bus) available on the Market from Mid 2015

✓ Daily Dual Energy (hybrid plug-in) → under development